The Center’s DEI facilitations encourage change and growth, exploring issues of race, diversity, inclusivity and equity to create an enhanced environment for employees that will improve the way businesses operate.

Why Partner with The Center’s DEI?

Experience

The Center houses Rev. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s papers and connects the civil rights movement to human rights challenges today, drawing on that knowledge to address current challenges in the workplace.

Flexibility

Our DEI facilitations are customized for companies, government offices, nonprofits and educational institutions in three formats: onsite attendance at The Center in downtown Atlanta, at your company’s place of work, or virtually through facilitator-led programs.

A Brave Space Experience

We can’t promise a safe space where feelings won’t be hurt, or people won’t feel uncomfortable. Instead, we offer a brave space to get us to a place that moves us past this level of discomfort.
I believe they were very well received - across both groups and all modules - and even surprising/revelatory for the participants. I know I certainly felt that way. What we learned and heard today will help shape what’s next for us in developing a diverse, equitable, and inclusive culture at the agency.

ALLY CHAPMAN, CONNELLY PARTNERS ADVERTISING & MARKETING AGENCY

RESULTS

An enhanced experience for employees and consequent improved work product.